The 8x8 discrete cosine transform (DCT) is widely used in image compression algorithm because of its energy compaction for correlated image pixels. The basis function for the DCT is the cosine, a real function that is easy to compute. The DCT is a unitary transform, and the sum of the energy in the transform and spatial domains is the same.

Special, fast algorithms for the DCT have been developed to accommodate the many arithmetic operations involved in implementing the DCT directly. This application note presents an implementation of a fast DCT algorithm for Freescale StarCore™-based DSPs.
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1 Discrete Cosine Transform Basics

The one-dimensional (1-D) DCT of input sequence \( u(n) \) is defined as

\[
v(k) = \alpha(k) \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} u(n) \cos \left( \frac{2\pi}{2N} \left( \frac{2n+1}{2} \right) k \right), \quad 0 \leq k \leq N - 1
\]

Equation 1

where

\[
\alpha(0) = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N}}, \quad \alpha(k) = \sqrt{\frac{2}{N}}, \quad 1 \leq k \leq N - 1
\]

Equation 2

The direct implementation of the one-dimensional (1-D) DCT is very computation-intensive; the complexity, expressed as the number of operations \( O \), is equal to \( N^2 \). The formula can be rearranged in even and odd terms to obtain a fast DCT [1] in which \( O = N \log N \). The fast DCT can be represented by the flow diagram in Figure 1. The final value of the last stage in the flow diagram is twice the value of the output.

An 8x8 DCT can be achieved by applying a fast 8-point DCT to every row followed by every column since the 2-D DCT is a separable unitary transform. The calculation complexity \( O \) for this algorithm is \( N^2 \log N \). The basis of the 8x8 DCT can be generated by Matlab, as illustrated in and Figure 2.
The Matlab code for Figure 2 is shown in Code Listing 1.

**Code Listing 1.** Matlab Basis of the $8 \times 8$ DCT

```matlab
N=8
x=(0:N-1)';
C=cos((2*x+1)*x'*pi/(2*N))*sqrt(2/N);
C(:,1)=C(:,1)/sqrt(2)
colormap('gray');
for i=1:N
  for j=1:N
    aa=C(:,i);
    bb=C(:,j)';
    X=aa*bb;
    subplot(N,N,N*(i-1)+j); imagesc(X); axis off;
  end
end
```

The $8 \times 8$ DCT can also be viewed in the spatial domain as a weighted linear combination of $8 \times 8$ coefficients. If the input is highly correlated and all the coefficients have the same value, all the transform coefficients have a value of zero except the DC coefficient, and data compression is achieved.
2 8 × 8 DCT on StarCore-Based DSPs

There are two passes in the StarCore DCT software. A 1-D DCT is applied to every row in the first pass and every column in the second pass. Within each pass, the 1-D DCT executes eight times.

2.1 Data Memory

Data memory is organized in the following blocks:

- a 128-byte passing buffer
- a 128-byte working buffer
- 32 bytes of coefficients

Each of these blocks must be aligned on 16-byte boundaries to use the four-fractional data move instruction. The passing buffer is allocated by the caller, while the working buffer and coefficients are allocated by the DCT routine. A ping-pong buffer approach is used. In the first pass, the passing buffer serves as the input and the working buffer is the output for the 1-D DCT. In the second pass, the working buffer is the input and the passing buffer is the output for the 1-D DCT. Code Listing 2 shows the data segment of the DCT program.

Code Listing 2. Data Segment

```
align 16
.tmp ds 128
tw
dc $5a82,$7642,$30fc,$5a82,$7d8a,$18f9,$6a6e,$471d
dc $16a1,$1D90,$0C3F,$5a82,$1f63,$063e,$1a9b,$11c7
; DCT coeffs for 1st pass: cos(\pi/4), cos(\pi/8), sin(\pi/8), cos(\pi/4),
; cos(\pi/16), sin(\pi/16), cos(3\pi/16), sin(3\pi/16)
; DCT coeffs for 2nd pass: cos(\pi/4)/4, cos(\pi/8)/4, sin(\pi/8)/4, cos(\pi/4),
; cos(\pi/16)/4, sin(\pi/16)/4, cos(3\pi/16)/4, sin(3\pi/16)/4
```

2.2 Software Optimization

Optimization techniques applied to increase speed and reduce code size include transposing data, coefficient scaling, collapsing two passes into a do loop, manipulating buffer pointers, pipelining, and circular buffers.

2.2.1 Transposed Data

The results of the 1-D DCT are stored in transposed format to enable row memory access for the column 1-D DCT in the second pass. This approach enables the use of the four-fractional data move instruction in the second pass.

2.2.2 Coefficient Scaling

The output of the 1-D DCT flow diagram is twice the actual output value. Since each of data is processed twice by the 1-D DCT, the final value should divided by four (shifting right by two bits). After this scaling, rounding is required to obtain the final result. This results in eight additional rounding and eight additional scaling operations to the 1-D DCT inner kernel. These scaling and rounding operations can be omitted by scaling the DCT coefficients of the second pass by four, thereby decreasing the cycle count and increasing the speed of the 8x8 DCT. However, because two sets of DCT coefficients are needed, this technique requires an additional 16-bytes of memory. The error introduced by scaling the coefficients is minimal.
2.2.3 Collapsing Two Passes Into a DO Loop

With transposed storage and coefficient scaling, the 1-D DCT inner kernel code is the same for row operations in the first pass and column operations in the second pass. This enables the use of a DO loop, which reduces the size of DCT code.

2.2.4 Pointer Usage

Each pass of the 1-D DCT uses one input pointer and two output pointers. The input of 1-D DCT is in normal order but the output is in bit-reverse order. Since the input data is sequential with row access, multiple fractional data move instructions can be used. These instructions require 16-byte alignment of the input data. The StarCore bit-reverse addressing mode is not used because it requires a great deal of initialization overhead and several changes of starting address from column/row to column/row. Instead, two output pointers are used to store the bit-reversed output in normal order. Figure 1 shows how this is done.

![Figure 1. 1-D DCT Input and Output Pointer Operation](image)

The input pointer increments at each memory access. The output pointer sequence is irregular, so three offset registers (N0–N2) are used to move the output pointer correctly, as shown in Table 1.

![Table 1. Increment Value for Output Pointer Transition](table)

2.2.5 Pipelining

Software pipelining is used to increase efficiency by using the empty slot in an execution set that would otherwise be wasted. The input data for the current loop is read in the previous loop, and the input data read in the current loop is used for the next loop. Four output data words from the current loop are stored in current loop and another four words are stored in next loop.
2.2.6 Circular Buffer

A circular buffer is used for the eight DCT coefficients. The buffer is accessed in two read operations, each of which reads four coefficients at a time. The coefficient pointer is simply increased after the first read and decreased after the second read, thereby avoiding the overhead involved in setting up modulo addressing.

From a C code standpoint, the DCT function does in-place-computation. After the function is called, all the input data becomes output data. In order to prevent the input data from being corrupted, which can happen with the in-place computation approach, the DCT function is modified so that it contains both input and output parameters. This is done by modifying the initialization for the second pass so that the output pointer contains the address of desired location.

2.3 DCT Code

This section lists and describes the StarCore DCT code, including initialization, four stages of calculations, and re-initialization for the second pass. Note that the d6 and d7 registers are saved by the callee for application binary interface (ABI) compliance. The other data registers are saved by the caller.

2.3.1 Initialization

The input pointer (r1), two output pointers (r3 and r4), coefficient pointer (r2), and the offset registers (n0, n1 and n2) are initialized. The outer loop, which loops twice (once for row and once for column operation of the DCT), and the inner loop, which loops eight times, are setup. The move.4f instructions are part of the pro-loop that results from software pipelining. Eight input data words are read into registers. Code Listing 3 shows the initialization routine.

```
Code Listing 3. Initialization

push d6
move.l #tw,r2   tfra r0,r1
move.l #tmp,r5  doen2 #2
move.w #-8,n1   move.w #-23,n2
move.w #16,n0   adda #80-2,r5,r4
dosetup2 dct_outer adda #16-2,r5,r3
loopstart2

dct_outer:
dosetup3 dct_inner move.4f (r1)+,d0:d1:d2:d3
doen3 #8  move.4f (r1)+,d4:d5:d6:d7
```

2.3.2 First Stage

The first stage consists of eight addition/subtraction operations. The output from the previous loop is stored in this stage because of software pipelining. Code Listing 4 shows the code of the first DCT stage.
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2.3.3 Second Stage
The second stage of DCT calculations consists of six addition/subtraction and two multiplication operations. The DCT coefficients are read for the use in second and third stages. At the same time, the DCT coefficient pointer is increased to prepare to read next four coefficients. The code for this stage is shown in Code Listing 5.

Code Listing 5. Second Stage

[ add d0,d3,d0
  sub d3,d0,d3
  sub d5,d6,d5
  add d5,d6,d6
  move.4f (r2)+,d8:d9:d10:d11 ; load coefficients
]

[ add d1,d2,d1
  sub d2,d1,d2
  mpyr d5,d11,d5
  mpyr d6,d11,d6
]

2.3.4 Third Stage
The third computational stage is shown in Code Listing 6. It consists of six addition/subtraction, four multiplication, and two MAC (multiply accumulate) operations. The second set of DCT coefficients is read out for the fourth stage. At the same time, the coefficient pointer is decreased so that it points to the beginning address of the DCT coefficient block. The first four outputs in the third stage are ready to be stored. The first two outputs are stored in this stage. The storing operations may cause some memory contention due to bit-reverse addressing, thus incurring a one-cycle penalty.
2.3.5 Fourth Stage

In the fourth stage, only the last four points of the third stage are used. The last stage consists of four multiplication and four MAC operations. The input data for the next loop is read. Two output data from the third stage are stored. This stage is shown in Code Listing 7.

Code Listing 7. Fourth Stage

```
[  mpy d4,d13,d8
  mpy d7,d13,d9
  mpy d5,d14,d13
  mpy d6,d14,d14
  moves.f d10,(r3)+n1 ; store y(2)
  move.4f (r1)+,d0:d1:d2:d3 ; input
  ]
``` 

2.3.6 Second Pass Initialization

After eight executions of the 1-D DCT, the parameters are re-initialized for the second pass. The parameter includes two output pointers, an input pointer, and a coefficient pointer. The two storing instructions are the epi-loop from software pipelining. The code for this stage is shown in Code Listing 8.

Code Listing 8. Second Pass Initialization

```
  moves.f d8,(r3)+n0
  moves.f d14,(r3)+n2
  adda #16-2,r0,r3
tfra r5,r1
  moves.f d13,(r4)+n0
  moves.f d9,(r4)+n2
  adda #80-2,r0,r4
tfra #16,r2,r2
  ; store y(1) and y(5)
  ; store y(3) and y(7)
  ; initialize output pointer
  ; initialize input and
  ; coefficient pointers
```
3 Conclusion

Table 2 summarizes the performance of the DCT routine. The metrics include the initialization, DCT kernel, and restoration. The restoration stage includes saving registers for ABI compliance (2 cycles) and returning to the routine (3 cycles).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memory (bytes)</th>
<th>Cycle Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Init. + Kernel</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restore</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 References
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